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Abstract–Bidirectional visible and near-infrared and off-axis biconical FT-IR reflectance
spectra of Almahata Sitta meteorite stone samples, fragments of asteroid 2008 TC3, have
been measured. These meteorites represent the first freshly fallen polymict ureilites available
for such studies. Although the chip samples show varying degrees of terrestrial weathering
depending on their environment on the Earth, many of them are much fresher than other
ureilites known to date. The majority of the Almahata Sitta chips studied here show only a
weak near-UV absorption, a flat spectrum at visible and near-IR wavelengths and varying
depths of the 1 and 2 lm pyroxene and olivine bands. The astronomical reflectance
observations of the asteroid 2008 TC3 over the range 0.55–1.0 lm provide a constraint on
what a combination of the measured spectra can represent in the surface reflectance of the
asteroid over the 0.32–2.55 lm range measured in this study. Most of the recovered samples
of Almahata Sitta have textures and albedos similar to stones #27 (largest recovered
fragment), #4, and #47. Results of linear least-square fits of the asteroid 2008 TC3 spectrum
with two sets of the meteorite spectra suggest that the asteroid had 10–12% albedo and no
fine regolith on its surface. We note that other lithologies may be at the surface of other
fragments of the asteroid family from which 2008 TC3 originated. In that case, reflectance
spectra could vary significantly among family members.

Among many remote-sensing techniques, visible and
near-infrared (VNIR) spectroscopy provides information
mainly on silicate mineral composition of the remote
surface and has been the primary technique for
identifying meteorite parent bodies among asteroids (e.g.,
McCord et al. 1970; Gaffey et al. 1993; Pieters and
McFadden 1994, Burbine 2000; Burbine et al. 2008).
VNIR spectroscopy has also been shown to correlate well
with mineralogy determined through petrology and other
means for meteorites (e.g., Gaffey 1976; Sunshine et al.
1993; Bishop et al. 1998). Asteroids have been divided
into classes based on their VNIR spectral properties (Bus
and Binzel 2002; DeMeo et al. 2009) that enables
comparison of these asteroid classes with meteorite types.
Taking advantage of this rare opportunity, a
preliminary study of the VNIR reflectance spectra of

INTRODUCTION
Almahata Sitta meteorite is the first observed fall
from a tracked and spectrally observed asteroid, 2008
TC3 (Jenniskens et al. 2009, 2010), which gave a rare
opportunity to compare the observational data of an
asteroid with those of the meteorites derived from it.
Many of the Almahata Sitta stones are classified as
polymict ureilite (e.g., Shaddad et al. 2010, this issue),
and most of them are very fresh and free from
terrestrial weathering. Because almost all ureilite
samples available to date have suffered varying degrees
of terrestrial weathering (e.g., Cloutis and Hudon 2004;
Cloutis et al. 2010), Almahata Sitta samples are also
extremely useful for examining the effects of terrestrial
weathering on ureilites.
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chip and powder samples of selected stones of the
meteorite has been performed in order to give insights
into the surface and internal compositions and possibly
the surface physical properties of 2008 TC3. In addition,
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) reflectance spectra
of the samples have been measured in order to
investigate the degrees of terrestrial weathering and any
trends of composition among the samples.
It is hoped that this preliminary study will provide
hints on some important questions, such as (1) whether
the reflectance spectra of meteorite samples collected
from an asteroid can represent the observed surface
reflectance spectrum of the asteroid, (2) what physical
conditions on the asteroid surface could make them
look different, and (3) whether the terrestrial weathering
effects on the meteorite samples could significantly
prevent solving such questions.

(a)
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(b)

EXPERIMENTAL
The samples of the Almahata Sitta meteorite stones
studied here are described in Table 1. Small (1–2 cm
diameter) chip samples of 11 stones #4, #7, #19, #25,
#27, #32, #36, #44, #47, #50, and #51 were each placed
into a black dish embedded with aluminum foil oriented
so that the freshest and flattest face was directed
upward. Photos of the chip samples of stones #4 and
#27 are shown in Fig. 1 as examples. An effort was
made to scrape off the terrestrially weathered portions
(identified by a rusty color) on each face with a needle.
A portion of each of seven stone (#4, #19, #32, #36,
#44, #50, and #51) chips were ground and dry-sieved
into coarse (125–500 lm) and fine (<125 lm)
particulate samples. A portion of the stone #47 chip
was ground into a bulk powder <500 lm and separated
into magnetic and nonmagnetic fractions using a
standard hand-held magnet. The nonmagnetic fraction
was further ground into a powder sample <75 lm
because of its transparency and small quantity in order
to improve the spectral measurements. Each powder
sample was placed in a black Teflon dish that exhibits
no spectral features in the wavelength region studied for
spectral measurements.
Bidirectional visible and near-infrared (VNIR)
reflectance spectra of the Almahata Sitta samples were
measured using the RELAB Spectrometer (Pieters 1983;
Pieters and Hiroi 2004) over the wavelength range from
320 to 2550 nm at 10 nm intervals. The sample surface
area measured was a circular spot of about 3.5–9 mm in
diameter depending on the sample size. All the chip and
powder samples were measured at the standard viewing
geometry of 30" incidence (i) and 0" emergence (e)
angles with pressed Halon as the standard. Corrections
were made for the absolute reflectance and absorption

Fig. 1. Photos of chip samples of Almahata Sitta meteorite
stones #4 and #27, embedded in aluminum foil for reflectance
spectral measurements. The longest dimensions of the chips
are about 1.4 and 1.0 cm, respectively.

features of Halon according to the standard RELAB
procedure (Pieters 1983). In addition, five chip samples
of stones #4, #7, #25, #27, and #47 were also measured
at 19" i and 0" e with Spectralon as the standard to
match the Sun-asteroid-Earth phase angle 18.6" for a
spectral observation of the asteroid 2008 TC3, from
which these meteorite stones are presumed to be derived
(Jenniskens et al. 2009). Each sample was spun at a rate
of 1.5 s per rotation to average any heterogeneity over
the azimuth angle. Corrections for the absorption bands
of Halon and Spectralon were also made. Bidirectional
VNIR spectra of chip samples of stones #19 and #32
embedded with black paper tape were also measured to
ensure that there was no brightness increase due to the
use of aluminum foil.
Off-axis biconical Fourier transform infrared
(FT-IR) reflectance spectra of all the Almahata Sitta
samples were measured over the wavelength range from
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Table 1. Properties of Almahata Sitta meteorite stone samples analyzed.
No.

Texture

Mass (g)

Density (g cm)3)a

Visible weathering

Reflectance (550 nm)

#4
#7
#19
#25
#27
#32
#36
#44
#47
#50
#51

Coarse grained
Fine grained, layered
Fine grained
H5 chondrite clast
Coarse grained

15
1.5
4.9
222
284
130
58
2.3
54
25
20

2.55
–
1.71
–
2.83
2.98
2.67
–
2.94
2.33
2.68

None
None
Significant
Some
None

0.097
0.156
0.156
–
0.087
0.086
0.092
0.108
0.110
0.075
0.087

Coarse grained

± 0.08
± 0.20
± 0.15
± 0.14
± 0.02
± 0.05
± 0.17
± 0.06

Severeb

a

Shaddad et al. (2010), this issue.
Found in numerous small pieces.

b

7000 to 400 cm)1 (about 1.4 to 25 lm in wavelength)
with 4 cm)1 resolution, using a Thermo Nexus 870
spectrometer, after they were purged in dry air overnight.
The incident beam size on each sample was about
2–5 mm in diameter depending on the sample size. A
diffuse gold surface was used as the reference standard.
Listed in Table 2 are RELAB IDs of the samples of
which the reflectance spectra have been measured, and
their spectral file names. These files will become
downloadable from the RELAB website (http://
www.planetary.brown.edu/relab/) after a proprietary
period of up to 3 yr.
RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS
VNR Spectra of Chip Samples
Bidirectional VNIR reflectance spectra of chip
samples of stones #4, #7, #25, #27, and #47 of
Almahata Sitta meteorite at two viewing geometries are
shown in Fig. 2a. The spectral differences between the
two viewing geometries are limited to slight variations
in brightness and continuum slope, while still retaining
the major absorption bands around 1 and 2 lm. The
stone #4 chip has the weakest absorption features of the
samples studied, whereas the #25, #27, #47 chips show
dominant pyroxene bands around 1 and 2 lm, and the
#7 chip shows a significant presence of an olivine
component through a relatively strong 1.25 lm shoulder
feature and a weak 2 lm band. The #27 and #4 stone
chips have similar visible reflectance values to each
other, which are also consistent with that of the asteroid
2008 TC3 (Jenniskens et al. 2009).
The #25 chip is unique among all the chip samples
measured in this study in that it shows very strong,
well-defined absorption bands very similar to those of H
chondrites (Jenniskens et al. 2010, this issue) and this
meteorite has been classified in fact as an H5 chondrite

(Herrin et al. 2009). Microprobe analysis of iron oxide
on this stone determined that the stone had fallen less
than a few months prior (Zolensky et al. 2010, this
issue). It was determined to have the same unusual
PAH signature as other stones (Morrow et al. 2010, this
issue). In addition, the stone #25 was found among
other ureilites of similar size (Shaddad et al. 2010, this
issue). These pieces of evidence suggest that this stone
could have been a clast in the 2008 TC3 asteroid
(Morrow et al. 2010, this issue; Jenniskens et al. 2010,
this issue). Such clasts are not uncommon in ureilites.
Shown in Fig. 2b are the bidirectional VNIR
reflectance spectra of chip samples of the remaining
stones #19, #32, #36, #44, #50, and #51. A diversity of
mineral compositions can be seen in these spectra,
evident in the 1 lm absorption band shape. The three
vertical broken lines in Fig. 2b indicate the approximate
absorption band positions of olivine. The #32 and #44
chips show the strongest olivine signature, the #36, #50,
and #51 chips show pyroxene-rich spectra with a
significant 2 lm pyroxene band and little or no 1.25 lm
olivine band, and the #19 chip shows an intermediate
spectrum. Differences in the band centers near 1 and
2 lm in the stone #36, 50, and 51 spectra are attributed
to differences in pyroxene composition, with longer
wavelengths at each band being consistent with high-Ca
pyroxene and shorter wavelengths with low-Ca
pyroxene (Cloutis and Gaffey 1991; Sunshine and
Pieters 1993), and ⁄ or the amount of coexisting olivine.
An additional band between 0.85 and 0.9 lm in the
stone #51 spectrum could be due to ferric oxides (e.g.,
Morris et al. 1985) from terrestrial weathering.
As an example of the effects of terrestrial
weathering on the VNIR spectra, shown in Fig. 3 are
the spectra of the weathered and fresh surfaces of
stone #47 chip. The fresh surface of this stone #47
chip was a newly broken face. The weathered surface
shows strong absorption in the UV range and an
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Table 2. Reflectance experiment laboratory sample IDs and spectral file names of Almahata Sitta meteorite
samples measured in this study. Viewing geometries for the bidirectional measurements are indicated as (incidence,
emergence) angles in degrees.
Sample ID

Sample description

MT-PMJ-093
MT-PMJ-093-B
MT-PMJ-093-C
MT-PMJ-094
MT-PMJ-095
MT-PMJ-096
MT-PMJ-097
MT-PMJ-098
MT-PMJ-099
MT-PMJ-100
MT-PMJ-101
MT-PMJ-102
MT-PMJ-105
MT-PMJ-105-A
MT-PMJ-105-B
MT-PMJ-105-C
MT-PMJ-106
MT-PMJ-106-B
MT-PMJ-106-C
MT-PMJ-107
MT-PMJ-107-A
MT-PMJ-107-B
MT-PMJ-107-C
MT-PMJ-108
MT-PMJ-108-A
MT-PMJ-108-B
MT-PMJ-108-C
MT-PMJ-109
MT-PMJ-109-A
MT-PMJ-109-B
MT-PMJ-109-C
MT-PMJ-110
MT-PMJ-110-A
MT-PMJ-110-B
MT-PMJ-110-C

Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone
Stone

Bidirectional Vis-NIR
(30, 0)
(19, 0)

#4 chip lighter face
#4 125–500 lm
#4 <125 lm
#25 chip lighter face
#7 chip lighter face
#47 chip weathered face
#27 chip lighter face
#47 chip newly exposed fresher face
#47 fresher powder <500 lm
#47 weathered powder <500 lm
#47 fresher powder nonmagnetic <75 lm
#47 fresher powder magnetic portion <500 lm
#19 chip (embedded with Al foil or black tape)
#19 chip (rust removed)
#19 125–500 lm
#19 <125 lm
#32 chip (embedded with Al foil or black tape)
#32 125–500 lm
#32 <125 lm
#36 chip
#36 chip (rust removed)
#36 125–500 lm
#36 <125 lm
#44 chip
#44 chip (rust removed)
#44 125–500 lm
#44 <125 lm
#50 chip
#50 chip (rust removed)
#50 125–500 lm
#50 <125 lm
#51 chip
#51 chip (rust removed)
#51 125–500 lm
#51 <125 lm

absorption band at around 0.5 lm that are both
typical of terrestrial weathering on metal-containing
meteorite finds such as other ureilites (Cloutis et al.
2010), primitive achondrites (Hiroi et al. 1993), and
ordinary chondrites (Gooding 1981). The mafic
signatures in spectra of other chip samples did not
improve after attempts at removing the rusty-color
portions from their surfaces.
VNIR Spectra of Powder Samples
Bidirectional reflectance spectra of such natural chip
surfaces in general suffer from specularly reflecting
surfaces which may suppress the mineral absorption
band strengths, and the mineral assemblage exposed on

C1MT93
C1MT93B
C1MT93C
C1MT94
C1MT95
C1MT96
C1MT97
C1MT98
C1MT99
C1MT100

C2MT93

C2MT94
C2MT95
C2MT97
C2MT98
C2MT99
C2MT101
C2MT102

C(1,2)MT105
C1MT105A
C1MT105B
C1MT105C
C(1,2)MT106
C1MT106B
C1MT106C
C1MT107
C1MT107A
C1MT107B
C1MT107C
C1MT108
C1MT108A
C1MT108B
C1MT108C
C1MT109
C1MT109A
C1MT109B
C1MT109C
C1MT110
C1MT110A
C1MT110B
C1MT110C

Biconical FT-IR
BMR1MT093
BMR1MT093B
BMR1MT093C
BMR1MT094
BMR1MT095
BMR1MT096
BMR1MT097
BMR1MT098
BMR1MT099
BMR1MT101
BMR1MT102
BMR1MT105
BMR1MT105A
BMR1MT105B
BMR1MT105C
BMR1MT106
BMR1MT106B
BMR1MT106C
BMR1MT107
BMR1MT107A
BMR1MT107B
BMR1MT107C
BMR1MT108
BMR1MT108A
BMR1MT108B
BMR1MT108C
BMR1MT109
BMR1MT109A
BMR1MT109B
BMR1MT109C
BMR1MT110
BMR1MT110A
BMR1MT110B
BMR1MT110C

the measured surface may not necessarily represent the
bulk average composition of the chip. Such a situation
is depicted in Fig. 4a, wherein the bidirectional spectra
of chip and powder samples of stone #4 are plotted. As
the chip is ground into a coarse powder and then a fine
powder, the absorption bands of olivine become clearer
and clearer in this case. On the other hand, brightness
decreases when the chip is ground into a coarse powder,
and then increases again when ground into a fine
powder. Increasing brightness is expected in general
with decreasing particle size (e.g., Pieters 1983) and has
been observed for spectra of olivines (e.g., Sunshine and
Pieters 1998).
Shown in Fig. 4b are spectra of the bulk powder
sample and magnetic and nonmagnetic portions of
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Fig. 3. Fresh and weathered surfaces of stone #47 chip
measured at the standard viewing geometry.
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#32 (+0.05)
#36 (+0.02)
#44

0.10

#50 (-0.01)

#51 (-0.03)

0.05

(b)
0.00

0.5

Almahata Sitta chips
1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Wavelength ( m)
Fig. 2. Bidirectional visible and near-infrared (VNIR)
reflectance spectra of Almahata Sitta meteorite chips. a) First
group of chips measured both at the standard viewing
geometry of 30" incidence and 0" emergence angles and at 19"
incidence and 0" emergence angles to match the Sun-asteroidEarth phase angle of a spectral observation of the asteroid
2008 TC3. b) Second group of chips measured at the standard
viewing geometry. Reflectance values are offset by the
amounts indicated in parentheses after the stone numbers for
clarify. Vertical broken lines indicate approximate wavelength
positions of three absorption bands of olivine.

stone #47. The nonmagnetic portion shows a pyroxenedominated spectrum, evident from its symmetric 1 lm
absorption band due to Fe2+ in the M2 site and
1.25 lm shoulder band due to Fe2+ in the M1 site (e.g.,
Burns 1970; Pieters et al. 2005), with some terrestrial
weathering evident from its 0.5 lm absorption band.
While the separation between metals and silicates does
not seem perfect, these data clearly show a trend that
this stone contains a significant amount of metallic iron

as an agent (along with carbon) to cause the VNIR
spectrum to become darker and reduce the strength of
the absorption features.
Shown in Fig. 5 are the bidirectional VNIR spectra
of (a) coarse and (b) fine powder samples of the same
Almahata Sitta meteorite stones measured in Fig. 2b
and stone #4 measured in Fig. 4. These spectra are
plotted with offsets (indicated in the parentheses after
the stone #) in the order of apparent mineral
assemblage: olivine-rich at the top, and pyroxene-rich at
the bottom. These powder samples have spectra that
reflect their mineral composition more clearly than
those of the chip samples plotted in Fig. 2. Spectra of
the powder samples of stone #51 in Fig. 5 show
relatively narrow absorption bands around 0.5 and
1.9 lm, which may be indicative of terrestrial
weathering [ferric iron and structural water or hydroxyl
absorption bands].
FT-IR Spectra of Powder Samples
Among the off-axis FT-IR spectra of the samples
measured in this study, those of finely particulate
samples are displayed as examples in Fig. 6 because of
their better indication of mineral composition in this
study than the spectra of stone surfaces. The spectra are
offset and arranged in the same order as Fig. 5 in order
to facilitate comparison of the spectra from both
regions. Vertical broken lines around 8.4 and 16 lm
mark the Christiansen feature (Salisbury 1993) and a
forsteritic olivine feature (Lane et al. 2009) that show a
systematic variation indicating a compositional trend
among these stones. The Christiansen feature around
8.4 lm shifts toward the shorter wavelength and the
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#4 (+0.03)
#19 (+0.02)
#50 (-0.01)
#44 (-0.01)

0.10

#36 (-0.02)
#51 (-0.04)

0.05

Magnetic <500 m

(b)
0.0

0.00

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Almahata Sitta powder
<125 m

(b)

Almahata Sitta stone #47 at (19, 0)
2.5

Wavelength ( m)
Fig. 4. Comparison of VNIR reflectance spectra of some
samples of Almahata Sitta meteorite. a) Chip and powder
samples of stone #4 measured at the standard viewing
geometry. b) Bulk powder sample and magnetic and
nonmagnetic portions of stone #47 measured at 19" incidence
and 0" emergence angles.

positive reflectance peak around 16 lm becomes weaker
as the pyroxene content increases. The #51 sample
shows the strongest 3 lm water or hydroxyl band. In
combination with the presence of the 0.5 and 1.9 lm
bands in Fig. 5 as mentioned earlier, it is highly likely
that the #51 stone spectra are affected by terrestrial
weathering.
DISCUSSION
One notable aspect of the optical properties of the
Almahata Sitta meteorite samples is the low reflectance

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Wavelength ( m)
Fig. 5. Bidirectional VNIR reflectance spectra of (a) coarse
powder samples (125–500 lm) and (b) fine powder samples
(<125 lm) of Almahata Sitta meteorite measured at the
standard viewing geometry. Reflectance values are offset by
the amounts indicated in parentheses after the stone numbers
for clarify. Vertical broken lines indicate approximate
wavelength positions of three absorption bands of olivine.

of many of the stones, some of which are as dark as
some carbonaceous chondrites. Ureilites in general
contain both carbon and metallic iron as well as other
opaques (e.g., Mittlefehldt et al. 1998), all of which
contribute to their low reflectance. Because of presumed
absence of organics as a darkening agent (Moroz et al.
1998) in ureilites, their darkening mechanism is expected
to be simpler than that of carbonaceous chondrites. It is
believed that differences of these Almahata Sitta
meteorite stones in mineral grain size, carbon and ⁄ or
metal content, and other accessory mineral composition
contribute to their varying brightness. These samples
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(a)

#32 (+0.15)

0.15
#4 (+0.12)

0.2
#19 (+0.10)

Reflectance

Reflectance (offset)

#50 (+0.06)

0.1

#44 (+0.04)
#36 (+0.02)

0.10

0.05
#51 (-0.01)

2008 TC3 fit with Almataha Sitta chips at (19, 0)

Almahata Sitta
powder <125 m
0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

2008TC3 scaled by 0.1198
75% #4 + 16% #25 + 8% #27
0.00

25.0

Wavelength ( m)
Fig. 6. Off-axis biconical Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR)
reflectance spectra of fine power samples (<125 lm) of
Almahata Sitta meteorite. Reflectance values are offset by the
amounts indicated in the parentheses for clarify. Indicated
with broken lines are the Christiansen feature around 8.4 lm
and another feature around 16 lm which may be indicative of
compositional change.

are good materials provided by nature for studying the
spectroscopic effects of mineral assemblage and texture.
The Surface Reflectance Spectrum of 2008 TC3
Displayed in Figs. 7a and 7b are least-square fits of
the observed extended visible reflectance spectrum of
the asteroid 2008 TC3 (Jenniskens et al. 2009) with
linear combinations of the bidirectional spectra of two
different sets of Almahata Sitta meteorite samples (1)
Only the stone samples measured at 19" incidence and
0" emergence angles and (2) All the stone and powder
samples measured at the standard viewing geometry.
The asteroid albedo was also optimized for the best fit
(about 0.12 and 0.10, respectively). Both cases produce
the relatively flat visible spectrum and weak near-UV
and 1 lm band absorptions similar to that of the
asteroid, as well as weak 1.25 and 2 lm absorption
bands. The latter case contains chip samples and only
the coarse powder sample of stone #4 among powder
samples. These results suggest that asteroid 2008 TC3
had a visible reflectance of about 0.11 and no fine
regolith on its surface, and would have shown a weak
2 lm absorption band if the NIR spectrum had been
measured.
This reflectance estimate is more than twice the
value of 0.046 ± 0.005 reported by Jenniskens et al.
(2009). The latter value was measured at 19" incidence
angle on dark parts of stone #7 sample, which
contained several pyroxene rich white spots (see figure
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Fig. 7. Linear least-square fits of the observed reflectance
spectrum of asteroid 2008 TC3 (courtesy of Alan
Fitzsimmons) with the VNIR spectra of two different sets of
Almahata Sitta meteorite samples: a) chip samples measured
at 19" incidence and 0" emergence angles (Fig. 2a), and b)
chip and powder samples measured at the standard viewing
geometry (Figs. 2 and 5). The asteroid reflectance spectrum
was scaled up or down for the best match with the combined
laboratory spectra.

in Jenniskens et al. 2009). The mean surface reflectance
of #7 was measured at 0.089. Data were collected
against an Ocean Optics diffuse reflectance standard
WS-1 (made of PTFE plastic). We repeated the
measurement of sample #7 against a Halon standard
and obtained a visible reflectance of 0.157 (Fig. 2a),
nearly a factor of two higher, but the spectral shape
remained in good agreement with Jenniskens et al.
(2009).
We were not able to account for the factor of two
difference. The Ocean Optics reflectance standard was
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measured against the Halon standard used here, and
found to raise the earlier reported reflectance values by
only 2% (reflectance = 0.047). The effect of possible
light scattering from the background aluminum foil was
verified by repeating the measurements for samples #19
and #32 with a black tape background. This resulted in
an increase of reflectance values by 2%, well within the
range of uncertainty. The Halon standard was
compared to 99%, 40%, 20%, and 10% reflectance
standards from Labsphere, showing good linearity in
the reflectance scale with an offset of )0.030 ± 0.005 in
the ratio of the Labsphere standards against Halon.
Because the Labsphere reflectance standards were
measured in a different viewing geometry (directionalhemispherical) from that of RELAB, these differences
cannot simply be instrumental. If the measured
reflectance values of the Almahata Sitta chip samples
are corrected by this value (+0.03), their differences
from that of asteroid 2008 TC3 would increase.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the VNR spectra of fine powder
samples of some Almahata Sitta meteorite stones and S-type
asteroids (Chapman and Gaffey 1979; Bell et al. 1988).

The Range of Manifestations of Ureilite Parent Bodies
It is challenging to postulate the spectral character
of the asteroid parent body from spectra of its
meteorites; however, analysis of multiple stone surfaces
and particulate samples and consideration of the effects
of space weathering and surface regolith provide
constraints on the spectra of the parent body. The
variations in spectral properties of the Almahata Sitta
meteorites suggest that other asteroids from the asteroid
family of which 2008 TC3 originated may show other
lithologies such as pyroxene-rich stone #51 on the
surface and thus produce a different reflectance
spectrum. Therefore, that asteroid family is expected to
have member asteroids with a variety of reflectance
spectra.
Scattering by surface regolith on larger bodies than
2008 TC3 could make the reflectance spectrum of a
parent body resemble more closely that of the Almahata
Sitta powder samples. While the Almahata Sitta chips
are characterized by dark and flat spectra most
consistent with F-class and possibly C-class asteroid
spectra (DeMeo et al. 2009; Jenniskens et al. 2009), the
particulate spectra are not as dark and exhibit stronger
silicate mineral features. The olivine and pyroxene
bands, uncommon in C-class asteroid spectra, are not
unlike that of S-class asteroid spectra. A preliminary
comparison of selected Almahata Sitta particulate
spectra with S-type asteroid spectra is presented in
Fig. 8. The systematic reddening trend of asteroid
spectra, especially below about 0.7 lm in wavelength, is
due to space weathering, which cannot be compared
with the meteorite spectra. Based on the mineral
absorption bands alone, parent bodies of ureilites

similar to Almahata Sitta may be hidden among olivinerich A- or S(I)-class asteroids showing spectra similar to
#32 powders in Fig. 5 (plus space weathering), or
among other S- or Q-class asteroids showing varying
olivine-pyroxene ratios in their spectra similar to #44,
#36, and #51 in Fig. 5. The fact that such is not the
case of asteroid 2008 TC3 suggests that its surface is not
covered with fine regolith or space weathered in the
same manner as the A- or S-class asteroid surfaces are.
The spectral effects of space weathering on ureilites
are unknown, but studies on carbonaceous chondrites
indicate that space weathering can alter the spectral
brightness, continuum slope, and the apparent strength
of silicate absorption features (e.g., Hiroi et al. 2004;
Moroz et al. 2004). The effects of space weathering
appear also to be dependent on the abundance of
organics in the matrix (Lazzarin et al. 2006) and more
studies are needed to quantify these effects. If the visible
continuum slope is sufficiently changed, independent of
the near-IR slope, then other parent bodies of ureilites
similar to the Almahata Sitta meteorite could spectrally
appear as A, C, S, or Q class, other than the F class
originally attributed to the asteroid 2008 TC3,
depending on which lithology among the stones studied
here exists on the surface and the degree of space
weathering that occurred. Laboratory studies of space
weathering on fresh ureilite samples are needed to
investigate the influence of this process for ureilites.
CONCLUSIONS
Almahata Sitta meteorite stones studied here show
a diversity of mineral compositions based on reflectance

Visible-NIR and FT-IR spectra of Almahata Sitta meteorite

1 spectroscopy. All spectra exhibit low reflectance
2 consistent with the presence of fine-grained opaques
3 and ⁄ or metal. A mix of chip and coarse powder samples
4 of stones #27, #4, and #47 may represent the surface
5 composition of the asteroid 2008 TC3 when it was
6 spectrally observed, while other lithologies may
7 represent its interior. A range of possible spectral
8 shapes in the near-UV and near-IR range was presented
9 including spectra of some stones having features
10 characteristic of pyroxene and others characteristic of
11 olivine. Spectral comparisons of various meteorite chip
12 and particulate samples suggested that the asteroid 2008
13 TC3 did not have a fine-grained regolith or S-type space
14 weathering on its surface. Other parent bodies of
15 ureilites similar to the Almahata Sitta meteorite could
16 spectrally appear as other classes than the F class
17 originally attributed to the asteroid 2008 TC3,
18 depending on which lithology among the stones studied
19 here existed on the surface and the degree of space
20 weathering that occurred.
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